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Trade Method: Level 2 Trade U.S. Trading Session
Time: 7am to 1pm EST
Pair: EURUSD
Time Frame: Hourly
Data: Collected from the RSI Paint Indicator Data Collection Tool a proprietary
tool used to collect a variety of information from RSI Reversal Signals.
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Objective: Trade Level 2 trades based on the Levels of Success, 1 through 4
described in RSI Fundamentals: Beginning to Advanced included in the RSI PRO
Forex Trading System Professional Package, or in this link on the website. Trades
will occur in the U.S. Time Frame.
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Best Results Criteria For Trading RSI Reversals
1. Determine major trend from Daily time frame
2. Trade Negative Reversal in downtrend – for best results
3. Trade Positive Reversals in uptrend – for best results
Additional Notes: This method is based on the statistical data for RSI Reversal
trades from January 1, 2010 thru February 23rd, 2011. The data was broken down
to include trades that occurred between 7am and 1 pm, EST.
The data was then further broken down to include Level 1 and Level 2 trades from
the Levels of Success as defined by the RSI PRO Forex Trading System. (See
Appendix A - Levels of Success).
Always consider the direction of the trend when trading. RSI Reversals signal in
successful cases the continuation of the existing trend.
This data does not take into consideration the direction of the trend therefore, if
that is taken into consideration, it could/should be an improvement in the trading
outcome.
Last, always take into consideration momentum and market sentiment before
trading which includes the placement of the trade around economic data.
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STATISTICAL DATA
Negative Reversals
Positive Reversals
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Negative Reversals Tables For EURUSD Hourly Trades
Level 2 Trade During U.S. Trading Session 7 am to 1 pm.

RSI Negative Reversal
TABLE 1 – Profit Table
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RSI Negative Reversal
TABLE 2 – DrawDown Percentage
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Positive Reversals Tables For EURUSD Hourly Trades
Level 2 Trade During U.S. Trading Session 7 am to 1 pm.

RSI Positive Reversal
TABLE 1 – Profit Table
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RSI Positive Reversal
TABLE 2 – DrawDown Percentage
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Trade Method Example for Negative Reversal Trade

METHOD 1
Step 1: Calculate the distance from A to B (200 pips)
Step 2: Calculate the distance from B to C (60 pips)
Step 3: Calculate the distance from C to A (140 pips)
Step 4: The distance AB is our target. Look at Table 1 and locate the closest pip amount equal to target
of AB. Then look at the percentage next to it. (71% chance to make 200 pips)
Step 5: If your RRR (Reward to Risk Ratio*) is 3 to 1. Divide AB (200 pips) by 3.
(200/3 = 66 pips).
Step 6: Now divide your Risk (66 pips) by your Reward (200). (66/200 = 33%).
Step 7: Go to Table 2 %DD column. Locate the percentage closest to your Risk Percentage (30%). There
is a 53% (% Occurrence) chance that based on past data that your trade will succeed at this risk level.
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METHOD 2
Follow Steps 1 through 6, then go to your Table 2 - % Occurrence and match it up with your Table 1
percentage.

Step 8: Based on this statistical data you can decrease or increase the level of your risk
*Determine what your RRR is before you trade as part of your money management system.
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Trade Method Example for Positive Reversal Trade

METHOD 1
Step 1: Calculate the distance from A to B (200 pips)
Step 2: Calculate the distance from B to C (60 pips)
Step 3: Calculate the distance from C to A (140 pips)
Step 4: The distance AB is our target. Look at Table 1 and locate the closest pip amount equal to target
of AB. Then look at the percentage next to it. (57% chance to make 200 pips)
Step 5: If your RRR (Reward to Risk Ratio*) is 3 to 1. Divide AB (200 pips) by 3.
(200/3 = 66 pips).
Step 6: Now divide your Risk (66 pips) by your Reward (200). (66/200 = 33%).
Step 7: Go to Table 2 %DD column. Locate the percentage closest to your Risk Percentage (30%). There
is a 55% to 67% (% Occurrence) chance that based on past data that your trade will succeed at this risk
level.
Step 8: Based on this statistical data you can decrease or increase the level of your risk
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METHOD 2
Follow Steps 1 through 6, then go to your Table 2 - % Occurrence and match it up with your Table 1
percentage.

*Determine what your RRR is before you trade as part of your money management system.
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APPENDIX A

The Definitions of the 4 Levels of Success

Level 1 Success – When the Reversal signal occurs at C, price goes to D so that CD = AB in
length with no drawdown. This is the best trade because there is no drawdown at all.
Level 2 Success – When the Reversal signal occurs at C, price goes to D so that CD = AB in
length but there is a drawdown of some amount between point C and point A. This, as you will
see, is the most productive trade and the one that you will experience the most when trading this
system.
To summarize then between these two points, Level 1 is a Reversal signal with no drawdown in
which the length of CD = AB and Level 2 is the same but with some amount of drawdown.
Level 3 Success – When the Reversal signal occurs at C and price exceeds D before A is taken
out. In other words, this trade makes money but before it reaches CD = AB, it turns around and
goes back through point A. A trader trading RSI PRO Forex can be very successful with this type
of trade by exiting early or by always taking profits off the table as price moves in the direction
of D.
Level 4 Success – When A is taken out before D can be achieved. This is the failure scenario.
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Disclaimer
Trading foreign currencies is a challenging and potentially profitable opportunity for educated and experienced investors. However, before
deciding to participate in the Forex market, you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite.
Most importantly, do not invest money you cannot afford to lose. There is considerable exposure to risk in any foreign exchange transaction.
Any transaction involving currencies involves risks including, but not limited to, the potential for changing political and/or economic conditions
that may substantially affect the price or liquidity of a currency. Moreover, the leveraged nature of Forex trading means that any market
movement will have an equally proportional effect on your deposited funds. This may work against you as well as for you. The possibility exists
that you could sustain a total loss of initial margin funds and be required to deposit additional funds to maintain your position. If you fail to
meet any margin call within the time prescribed, your position will be liquidated and you will be responsible for any resulting losses. Investors
may lower their exposure to risk by employing risk-reducing strategies such as 'stop-loss' or 'limit' orders. You Learn Forex, and any of its
affiliates, will not be held responsible for the reliability or accuracy of the information available on this site. The content provided is put forward
in good faith and believed to be accurate, however, there are no explicit or implicit warranties of accuracy or timeliness made by You Learn
Forex or its affiliates. By using the You Learn Forex website, the reader agrees not to hold You Learn Forex, or any of its affiliates, liable for
decisions that are based on information contained on this website. The reader agrees not to hold You Learn Forex, or any of its affiliates, liable
for products or services that are bought based on the recommendations found on this website. Trading is a risky business and you should
therefore never make a decision based solely on the information found on this or any website. As an interactive computer service, You Learn
Forex is provided immunity by the United States Congress in Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 from being held
responsible for material published to our site by users of our services. As a user of this site, you will be held solely responsible for the content of
any message that you post. If you post libelous, defamatory, slanderous, or otherwise untruthful remarks about a person or company, you
could be putting yourself in legal jeopardy. U.S. Government Required Disclaimer: Commodity Futures Trading Commission Futures and Options
trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest
in the futures and options markets. Don't trade with money you can't afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy/sell futures
or options. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed on this
website. The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY
HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED
TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO
REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. All
results shown on this website are hypothetical, back-tested results, unless labeled as live trade results. No representation is being made that
any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between
hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading program. Hypothetical trading does not
involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. All information
on this website is for educational purposes only and is not intended to provide financial advice. Any statements about profits or income,
expressed or implied, does not represent a guarantee. Your actual trading may result in losses as no trading system is guaranteed. You accept
full responsibilities for your actions, trades, profit or loss, and agree to hold the You Learn Forex team and any authorized distributors of this
information harmless in any and all ways.
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